
We know even the youngest athletes play with the same passion and 
commitment as their professionals heroes do. To add a pro league feel to 
your school, our scoring solutions come in a variety of sizes to meet any 
elementary or middle school budget. 

Let us bring our extensive scoreboard and video display experience, 
superior products and impressive design knowledge to you.

sales@oes-inc.com | 1.877.652.5833 
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Primary and middle school 
solutions

Scoreboards

Video displays

Scoring tables

Shot clocks

Play clocks

Goal lights

Controllers

Timing accessories

Event production software
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About OES Scoreboards 
From gymnasiums to outdoor fi elds and athletic facilities, OES has a history of bringing “wow” factor 
scoring and timing solutions to schools across North America. Here are a few of the reasons why 
you’ll want to partner with us:

Choice of the pros
OES digits are built with higher intensity LEDs and incorporate more LEDs per digit than other companies. 
The result is brilliant and superior viewing experience from almost any angle and distance.  As a bonus, we’re 
renowned for white LEDs and offer them as a standard, no added cost option.

Industry leader in LEDs
The captivating viewing experience of an OES LED video display draws everyone watching into the action moment 
by moment.  With excellent visibility from any angle, fan engagement is enhanced when your team’s success is 
broadcasted onto our vibrant video screens. 

Captivating LED video displays
With a history of exciting video projects, we know what it takes to create an optimal video viewing experience; 
both indoors and out. From multiple pitch options and choice of LED type to true pixel confi guration, our in-house 
technical expertise helps ensure the investment in video is being made in a high-quality, vibrant display. 

Commitment to quality 
With shatter-proof panels, brighter LEDs, weather-proof coating, and superior components, we build our scoring 
and video display products to perform even in the harshest of conditions. Our attention to quality and durability 
protects a school’s investment and increases the lifespan of the scoring solution.

If you can imagine it; OES can design it
We can customize their scoring, video and timing products to any size, shape, color and mounting option. With 
design, manufacturing and assembly all completed in-house, their ability to meet unique requirements, without 
sacrifi cing quality, is unmatched.

Unbeatable service reputation
We’re renowned for exceptional service and our interest in the performance of your scoring solutions doesn’t end 
at installation. From including spare parts to providing local service or 24/7 phone support, we pride ourselves on 
our commitment to having customers always lit up and game ready. 


